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Archbishop's House
Westminster
IDHDOK S.V.I
I2th June 1956.

Dear Mr Standing ,
I was vary interested to hear fro» you again recently , and to know
of your endeavours to arrange for the manufacture of Dr Mo ntessori ’s
Mass cards .
I'he cards , which arw unique ia their method of teaching the prayers
ceremonies and actions of Vos &ass are intensely interesting .even to
grown-ups , and I gather they have been most successful when used by
children . I myself found them fascinating, and. from what I hear from the
\
"
''- ‘
l *
?
diocesan inspectora of schools
I should very much like to see the cards in
general use •

,
With a blessing and every good wish ,
Tours devotedly In Christ ,
(Signed ) £,Cardinal Griffin ,

¡1Ü

Archbishop of Westminster
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1.
"THE

OPENED

BOCK**

OR
THE K MASS CARDS

A

The following Is a brief account of Dr. Montessorl's
most brilliant, original and helpful material for the instruct*
ion of ehildren in the Holy Sacrifice of the Maas.

It has

also been used by many adults, especially converts, some of
whom (like the present writer) learnt from it the greater part
of what they know eoneerning the words and actions of the great
rite and the different s.teges through which it passes,

The

editor oneo'hhowod this material to the head of a large seminary
in Barcelona, who, after he had studied it, remarked, "Lot me
know when this material is published and 1 will order a number of
it
copies of it for ,py theological students.
(hi another occasion
the editor shewed it to His Eminence Cardinal Or iff in, late
Archbishop of Westminster.

After the Cardinal had worked with

it himself for forty minutes he expressed his interest, approval
and admiration of it.
of recommandat1on:-

Later on he sent the following letter

3.
way IT IS CALLED

"THE

OPEH

BOOK"

In this material, as in so many others, Montessori has
made use of an important psychological principle,

Curiously

enough this same principle ij was vividly described many years before
by Cardinal Newman in his "Idea of a University"to Montessori who was unacquainted with his works*

quite unknown
"If we

wish to Improve the intellect", says Hewman* "first of all we
must ascend:

we cannot gain real knowledge on a level*....*it

matters not whether our field of operation be wide or limited*
to command it we must rise above it*"
What Montessori has done in Che Opened Book with masterly
effect is to enable the student to spread out what he knows
visibly before him jfef means of # materialSr^ihis is so con
structed that, he uses it* he spreads his knowledge out in
front of him, as it were, in two dimensions*

Then by a differ

ent kind of mental operation he rises^in a manner of speaking,
above this knowledge thus spread out, and thus looks down upon
it from a new and higher angle.

And in doing this he suddenly

becomes aware of new facts and relationships which were not,
and eould not, bo evident, before he made this kind of approach.
One might call this a form of throe-dimensional-knowledge,
or aSin one might describe it as a sort of mental chewing of
the cud, suggesting over again your knowledge in a different
way.

Or again - for it is really the same thing - one eould

say that It is a form of meditation*

For what la meditation

but th® mind dwelling on what it already knows but in a new
I
and different way*
We cannot dwell longer here on this
psychological principle but we have analysed it at much greater
length eldowhere (Vol.II Chapt

Spontaneous Mental Expansion

and the conditions that favour it)*
We ean now return to our opening question Why "The Opened
Book**

If one studies the prayers and actions of the Mass

from a Missal ana ean only see two pages at a time*

After

contemplating these one must turn over to the next two pages,
but in doing this tho two pages you have Just been looking at
have vanished*

And so on all throughout the book*

In fho Opened Book by tho simple expedient of writing
each of the prayers of the Mass on a separate eard together
with the equally simple idea of spreading the eards out in
their order side by side, - Monteaaorl has enabled the student
to see a whole group of cards at the same time.

In this

way new faets and relationships are elearly shown.
In the end after working and it may be for several weeks
with different sections of the Mass, the student finally is
able to see the whole of the Mass spread out before him as in
a Birds Bye View - similar to the famous Birdie Bye View of
tho Decimal System whieh forms sueh an illustrating and
instructional speetaele to the S • 6 years old and in the
study of number.
Thus it is no longer The Book of tho Mass - but Tho Opened
Book of The M s s

6
THS

USE

OF

COLOtffl.

Xn this material, u b in so »any others, Montessor1 has
sade an interesting and helpful use of colour.

Thus the

prayers in the Maas of the Catechuaaons are printed on green
cards?

those of the Offertory on orange, those of the

Consecration (symbolically) on red, whilst the prayers of tho
Communion

or Pax are on blue cards.

Xn additl<»t to this, those parte of the Mass that vary
each day - the Propers « are shown by white cards.

On theso

latter are written the names by whleh they are known, o.g.
Introït. Offertory. Post-Communion and so on.

Xn this way,

when the cords are pieced out in their correct order a number
of factors show u p at oneo in a clear and striking manner as
for instance the different sections of tho Mass, tho Propers
for tho day, and the comparative number of Propers in each
section of tho Mass.

Tho child soos clearly too that in tho

Canon of the Mate(in the prayers of the Consecration) there are
no propers at all - as the majestic tide of the sacrificiel
action sweeps

(» 1

uninterruptedly to Its great climax *

7

PRESENTATION

OP

THS

MATERIAL.

Fir at, show all tho cards togefchor In the boat*

(chi tho

the child sees the different colours

At onco

edges, seen as in

a book} and that gives the opening fen» explaining the main
structure of the
Mass

t

1.

Mass of the Catechumens

2.

at)
The A y t t n i Maaa^

of

far

(the?
(they are 1
tied together}

(a)

Offertory (yellow)

(b)

Consecration (Red * fen» Blood)

(e)

Communion (or Pax)

Blue.

See and ,
Take the cards for the Mass of the Catechumens b y them
selves - shuffle them - and then put them out in order.

For

Control of irror one could either (a) use a missal, and look
up the prayer in the ordinary of the Mass, or (b) make use of
the numbers written on the back of tho cards especially put
there for that purpose, or as on fig.

by roforonce to a

diagram on the wall.
nhen the first set of eards (green • with tho white propers)
has boon put out, ehoek their aoouraey, and make any comments
e.g. Ask has many "propers* are there.
there are a lot.

Why?

It will be seen that

Because this Is the instructional

part of the Maas, finishing with Epistle, Gospel and Creed.
That is enough for tho first presentation.
Row the child ehould bo given the opportunity of re-

3

shuffling tho cards and trying to put thorn out by hlmsolf
{or with a friend If ho prefers lt)#
Second Presentation

(still keeping to the Mass of the

Catechumens)•
w m v , THE PRAYBR8 ABE SAID
Thore are soveral possibilifcloa
1*

At thè foofc

of thè alter, or

S.

Qolng u p frora thè foot of thè alter to tho aitar
Itself
or

3.

At the aitar
Ca)

Middle

(b)

Oospol side

(e)

Rpletle side.

These positions are Indleatod b y placing the little priest
on the table by the eard as follows)*
At the foot of the altar (a)

Qotng up to the altar *

In the middle

Place two priests -

on at the foot and one at the top of the
eard
U)

At the Altar

The little Priest is placed cm the top of tho eard •
1) in the middle, to tho right, cm to the left

$

according to the corresponding plaee on tho altar.

DIAGRAM2

Epistle - or Colleet

Kyrie - and - Creed
1

• ; /;,•
Gospel•

10

THE

PRAYERS

OF

THE

,

OFFERTORY

These are put out In the same way as the prayers of
the Mass of tho Catechumens described above.

Hero again

attention eon be drawn to the number of yellow cards and also
to the number of white ones*
It will be soon that there are only three propers as
compared with five in the earlier part of the Mass.
In putting the cords out the little diagrams (see below)
'3bN.
should be placed on the appropriate cards in their correct
places i.e. next to the prayers.
When this part has been loarnt, then the positions of
the priest, as he says the prayers and does the actions, with
respect to the altar should be indicated b y the little priests
as before.
Motlee that there is a considerable moving about from one
side to the other of the altar:

to bo contrasted later on, in

the Canon of the Mass, with the Immobility nf the Priestj un,
iro
bJr1^
THE

CPUS EC RATI O H .

When the Offertory has been learnt we pass on to the
Cards of tho Consecration.
Points to Hotloo about the Canon of the M a s s :
1.

All the actions take place at tho centre of the altar.
There is no movement of the Priest to pl^ht -<*r left.
His whole being is concentrated on the aweful mystery fir
which he la taking the leading part.

An

Unexpected

Symmetry,

Lot us assume that the prayer cards of the Consecration
have all boon duly placed out, with their little priesta, and
also the "golden* signs of the cross (Maltese shape)
We notice the following:«
(a)

The two actual prayers for the consecration and

elevation(of the Bread and the Wine) came in the middle.
(b)

This is the more striking if we regard the "Little

Elevation* as the consummation of the whole series.

We can

therefore take It from Its plaee and put it In the middle
above the two consecration prayers • like this »

(c)

Mow if we examine the prayers before, and after the

Consecration wo find that there are two "suspensions* of the
aotlon of the Mass (see Lefbre Missal Qnotldienhe)
These are:»

(a)

The Prayers for the living « ©jptyeh One

(b)

Prayers for the Bead • Lyptyoh Two.

Each of these consists of;

first - a prayer and • secondly,
a long list of names.

Lefebre

says "The Priest interrupts the Canon and prays

for the living

and later "The Priest ones more

interrupts the Canon to pray for the dead

19«

This being so let us, for a moment, remove the two
“ interruptions’' and place them apart below • like this »
and at the same time close in the ranks of the cards on
each side, thus disturbed.

How we get:*

(a)

three prayers before the first elevation

(b)

three prayers after the second.
and so we arrange the cards as follows:*
1 “~

and at once*wo see there comes to light an extraordinary and
unexpected symmetry.
And now if wo examine the "special” signs of the cross
for this section of the Hass we find that they, too fall in
with this synmotry round the axis of the little elevation and
the two elevations * according to the numbers
3

blank

5 blank

8,

8, blank, 3

Thus three crosses and five before the elevations * and
five crosses and three after the elevation.
And in the Xdttle Elevation 3 and 8

a

8.

Thus w e see unexpectedly revealed a sort of symmetry.

13.

- a symmetry of which no ono had been previously aware •
even priests who had been saying Mass for fifty years.
As Montessori says “it Is as though the Roly Spirit in
Inspiring the act leans and prayers of the Mass had created an
almost visible work of art,“
THE COMMOTION
We come now to the last subdivision of the Mass * the
prayers on the blue cards * from the Paternoster to the Last
Gospel,

These cards are to be put out in the same manner as

the other ernes.
There are one or two points to be noticed*»
(a)

Actually the Mass ends with the Ite Mlssa est.

So we ean put the Blessing and the Last Gospel underneath
the others, as a sort of support • see diagram.
(bj

It will be seen that as soon as the Priest has made

the Ablution • a sort of movement sets in again;

and he

goes to this, or that side of the altar - and is no longer
as it were, bound by an invisible bond to the centre of the
Altar where Our Lord has so lately boon,
(o)

The Little diagrammatic slips have to be placed on the

particular prayer cards at the point where the Priests breaks
the Scored Host - and Inserts a small portion of It In the
chalice (fgr-our Lady as tho tradltten irs).
THE WHOLE MASS SPREAD OUT

-

>

C

BIRDS EYE VIEW.

When all the various parts of the Mass have been studied

14.

separately It Is then possible to spread oat the whole Mass,
as it were In two dimensions;

and a very Impressive sight It

makes•
Montessorl suggests that one could put In two other Items •
to symbolise the essential nature of the two main divisions.

As the ■
‘■
’■‘ass of the Catechumens is that part of the Mass which
contains more intruction than any other - wit h the Spistle, Gospel
a n d the °errnon -Kontessori suggests that this could be indicated
by placing a picture showing the Sermon on the Mount .How this
could be done is indicated in the diagram .
Again the most essential thing about the Mass of the Faithful
is that it is the carrying out of the u reat Sacrifice . A n d as
the Little Elevation is as it were the consummation of this aspect
of the Mass by the offering up
the Divine Victime under the
two species at the sme moment M o n t e s s o M suggests that a small
crfcfiiflx could be placed just above the card wh i c h represents the
Little Elevation . F o r how this can be done see diagram .

the

movements of

the

frisst dprihg the mass.

Hot only doos.the officiating Priest bay« to say certain
fix ed liturgical prayers, but also - and all through tho Mass
- it is his duty to make certain liturgical and symbolic actions.
To explain

and deseribo these completely would be a very

large task (see Fortescuo’s The Roman Rite Explained) fcut it
greatly adds to one ’s appreciation of the Mass to know at
least some of thus© actions;

and when

and where they w ®

said.

Montoasori has achieved the task of teaching those
actions In a brilliant and characteristic way.

As always

with her spontaneous learning - auto-education - Is accom
panied by, and through an activity with a prepared material.
So then each of these actions, which the Priest makes,
at the altar, is represented by a visible and movable symbol.
It would be best If these were made out of coloured plastie
as they would be easily moved, durable, and beautiful to
look at and study.

But, In the meantime, they can be made

out of earboard - either actually cut out to shape, or drawn
on a small rectangle of card board.
The Various Symbols.
The Sign of the Cross.
(a)

These can be differentiated lntoi-

the usual sign of tho cross by whleh one blesses
oneself.

This Is shown by s blue cross this

shape.
(b)

The sign of the cross over a part of one's self
e.g. over forehead, lips, and breast as st the
Sospel.

This is shown by blue cross with

equal arms
(c)

The sign of the cross made over an object
This is done by a red oross with equal arms

16

jfofc?

.

the many signs of the cross which the Priest

makes during tho Consecration Montessori has special crosses
made out of gold card board in the form of Maltese cross.
This is to emphasise that this is the great central act of
the whole rite — * the Croat Sacrifice.
The Fists

At the Confiteor and the Dtsalnaa non a ™ djgnus

the prleat beat his breast with his closed fist. ,

This is

shown by small representations of a closed fiat which are to
be placed at the appropriate places on the card

which

has

these prayers.
Kissing the Altar or some ether sacred Object.
At a good many points in the Mass the Priest has to stop
and kiss seme sacred object to show his special reverence.
Thus always before the Domlnus Vobiscum he stoops and kisses
that part of the altar where the relics of the saints lie
hidden.

Or again he has to kiss the Missal after he has

read the Oospel.

The sign for these actions is a little

mouth - two red lips, which are p

on the appropriate

card at the card at the appropriate place.
QenaflootIona are indicated by a symbolical diagram represent*
ing a person kneeling.

SupiMrliapoBlblaMagrams.
(A)

As part of the material for the Offertory there are
three little diagrams which are to he plaeed on the
appropriate cards*

They represent

(a)

The Host which is to be offered up

(b)

The Mixing of the Water and the Wine (a favourite
prayer of Dr Montossorl's by the way)

(e)

(B)

The Offering of the Chalice contents*

As part of the material for the Communion there are
three little diagrams which indicate whore the Priests
(a)

breaks the Consecrated Host in two

(b)

breaks a part off one half

(0 }

places the small part in the chalice

These cards are to bo placed on the cards - on the
prayers that the Priest is saying as he docs these actions*
The Dominos Vobiacum.
At seven

(?)

places during the Hass the Priests * after

kissing the altar • turns round and says to the congregation
\£5
Dominos Voblsoum. and tho congregation reply with Et cum
splrito tuo*

These moments in the Mass always come between

two of tho other prayers, and therefore between two of tho cards*
They can be indicated by little priests (with faces turned to
the congregation) done in some non-liturgical colour; and these
lM$ZvCe^t «’»v
Priests can bo aspMtetoed JWt between the two cards that come
before and after it

COHTKOL

GP

ERROR

Bworj material for aelf-teaching or auto-oduoation
should have a Control of Error.which is one of the most
prominent Montcssorl Principles*

Tho control of Bj*ror which

makes the students work with the Material for the Mass • the
Opened Book - la to he found on the baek of each card*
It consists of
1.

s*

A number which tells the position of each card with
respect to the others in the same series*

8*

A word to show the correct
position of the priest at the alter while he says
that particular prayer - thus — - middle, at the
foot of the altar:*
er middle;

or - Gospel aide; * or Bpistle side*

fhie refers of eourse to the position of the little priest
which has been pieced near the o&rd
3*

(see above)*

At certain plaeea in the tenet a dot has been inserted*
Thoae dote indicate that, at the place where they are
situated, the Priest makes seme partieular movement*
What theee movements are, in the ease of each card, la
written on the back of tho card*

Thus - for an

example on the Gospel eard one would find
on top

ik-\ulSL&-<^cu^

on the back
Number
Gospel side
sign of the eross on the book
signs of the cross on forehead
kiss on tho book*

19
S U M M A R Y «

In conclusion let us summarise the advantages of this
material for studying the Mass.
!•

It rivets the attention of the children (and adults too9

for that matter) through the fast that this mental concentrat
ion Is accompanied by a corresponding movement.
2.

It is an individual oeeupation and eaeh child goes at his

own pace, vhleh varies in different children.

But we may

note in passing that it can.and often la dime,later on by
'
' m
children in a little group.
This is a matter of choice, and
vuvR.
very often when children m
together the more advanced /explain
things to their less advanced friends,
3.

It enables one to spread out on e ’s knowledge in a plain

of two dimensions£ and in to doing dlseover all sorts of new
relations whleh would not be evident if eaeh part was merely
studied by Itself in isolation from the rest.

We must in

some sort rise above our knowledge In order to master it and
to learn more.
4.

This means that the study of the Mass in this w a y can and

does become a form of meditation.

For what la meditation

but the learning to know what wo know in a new and f c i ^ w ^ w a y .
5.

Boro as in tho Bird's oye view of the Decimal eysfcemtho

child can see the whole Mass spread out - like tho Promised
Band, and by his more detailed study *he goes in to possess it.”

20

6«

Because each prayer is written on a separate card the

children are disposed to a separate study of each prayer though at the same time they come to see Its position and
relation to the whole of the Hass.
7*

By moans of the ingenious use of colour the children see

at one o $(a)

That the Mass is divided Into Stearate stages •» The
Mass of tho Catechumens * and the three divisions of
(^he^Messs mtstts » »^)

(b)

•

i(S H/Ux/yo

That there aro seme parts of the Mass which differ
from the others in the same section • these aro the
propers for the day«

8.

The material provides a progressive form of instruction.
First the general outlines and divisions, and then these
are followed by

a more detailed study

••

of the position

of the priest at each prayer, his aetlons and so forth*
9«

It has been proved beyond a doubt •> and quite regularly *
that children who have been working with this materiel go
through their Mass with a heightened interest«

10«

This Interest which springs fro® a deeper knowledge of the
Maes • acquired outside the Mass - makes it possible for
tho ehlld thus equipped to enter with deep reverence
(luring the Mass into the action of the Croat Sacrifice«

